[Multidetector computed tomography of the liver].
Multidetector-row CT (MDCT) scanners have dramatically improved liver imaging. With the newest generation of 40-64 row scanners, true isotropic imaging with a z-axis resolution of 0.3-0.6 mm has become possible. Acquisition time for the scan has been shortened to a few seconds. To fully exploit the advantages of MDCT scanners in liver imaging, the examination protocols have to be optimized with regard to contrast material flow rate, scan delay, and the number of scans performed. The possible advantages of double arterial phase scans in the detection of HCC are discussed. The clinical value of 3D reconstructions, such as multiplanar reconstructions and curved planar reconstructions, for assessment of the vascular and biliary duct infiltration is demonstrated. Optimized MDCT imaging improves detection and characterization of focal liver lesions.